UT Oﬃce of the President
Attn: President Gregory L. Fenves
110 Inner Campus Drive Stop G3400
Austin, TX 78712-3400
Dear President Fenves,
This correspondence is to provide notice to The University of Texas at Austin that if any punitive action is taken
against the Young Conservatives of Texas chapter at The University of Texas at Austin (YCT-UT) or our members on
account of their speech, we will take legal action against the University and all persons involved for deprivation of
civil rights under 42 U.S. Code § 1983.
YCT-UT is a diverse group of Longhorns that is welcoming to all students regardless of race, ethnicity or any other
immutable characteristics. Of the chapter's previous five chairmen, three have been women, two have been Hispanic,
and one has been an Asian American – all remarkably without aﬃrmative action policies or quotas giving one
student an advantage at the expense of another.
Nonetheless, University employees have attacked YCT-UT, calling it a “racist” organization because we speak out
against policies that distinguish amongst students on the basis of race.
The First Amendment to the US Constitution protects more than just freedom of speech in the classroom. It protects
more than just speech that is politically correct. It protects more than just speech that is approved by the UT
administration. The First Amendment gives all Americans, including students, the right to protest laws and policies
they disagree with.
University Code 13-204 (b)(2) explicitly protects such speech, stating: "To make an argument for or against the
substance of any political, religious, philosophical, ideological, or academic idea is not verbal harassment, even if
some listeners are oﬀended by the argument or idea."
Since YCT-UT's “Aﬃrmative Action Bake Sale” demonstration last week there have been eﬀorts by University
employees and University-sanctioned entities to disband YCT-UT and punish its members on account of our speech.
Some have gone as far as to call for the development of a "hate crime policy” that would punish students for holding
similar demonstrations in the future.
The university would never consider barring a feminist group from holding a “Gender Pay Gap Bake Sale" on campus
even though it would be a nearly identical event to the YCT-UT bake sale (although with a politically correct, leftwing message) that has been held on other campuses across the nation.
When students conducted an anti-2nd Amendment demonstration and openly taunted the university by brandishing
sex toys in violation of Penal Code Chapter 43.23(f), the university took no action. Yet when YCT-UT conducts
conservative demonstrations, administration oﬃcials openly condemn our speech and encourage angry and violent
mobs to attempt to interfere with our events.
Young Conservatives of Texas will fight on behalf of its chapters and members against all infringements of our
constitutionally protected civil rights. We do not want special treatment, only an even playing field to express our
political beliefs.
Any policies adopted or embraced by the university that infringe upon those rights will be fought in court, in the
legislature, and on campus.
Best regards,
Vidal Castañeda
Chairman
UT Chapter, Young Conservatives of Texas

